Resources Available at the Library:  
*Doubt* by John Patrick Shanley

**Literature Resource Center** is the first place to go to online to find authoritative biographies and literary criticisms on authors. For this assignment, we recommend you begin with author. An online tutorial in PowerPoint on LRC is available at: [http://tinyurl.com/5w2phc](http://tinyurl.com/5w2phc).

Search Tips: NOTE: unlike any other database, please do NOT select peer-reviewed below. It actually will remove key peer-reviewed articles that way. Instead, look at the Literary Criticisms on the Search Result screen.

**Name of Work Search**

To find criticisms of a work, click on Name of Work below the **Basic Search** screen. Enter the name of the work.

**Persons-By or About Search**

To find biographical and bio-critical works on an author, enter the author's name, and then select Person-By or About in the **Basic Search** screen.

**Intertextual Search**

To find works LIKE your author or work, you often need to look at criticisms first to see what critics have compared the work to. Simply select **All Text** for either author or the name of the work. You can also search more indirectly with search terms that describe the work at hand. Enter your search terms with AND in between each search term, and then select "All Text" in the **Basic Search** screen. For example,
Background/Reference Materials
As at present there are few criticisms published on Shanley’s *Doubt*, you will likely want to look at some background materials. Chabot has some reference books that may be useful, depending on the focus of your paper.

Library in a Book: Sexual Misconduct and the Clergy  
Reference Shelves: BV 4392.5 .F47 2005

CQ Researcher (in 2002 volume)  
Reference Shelves: H35 E35 2002

Encyclopedia of Religion  

New Catholic Encyclopedia  
Reference Shelves: BK 841 N44

American Decades: 1960-1969  
Reference Shelves: E 169.12 A422 1995

Encyclopedia of Ethics  

Encyclopedia of Psychology  

A Dictionary of Literary Terms and Literary Theory  
Reference Shelves: PN 41 C83 1988

Dictionary of Literary Themes and Motifs  
Reference Shelves: PN 43 D48 1988

PBS News Hour  
Enter “John Patrick Shanley” in the search box and click Search.  
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/

Frontline: Hand of God  
PBS Frontline documentary on the sexual misconduct scandal in Massachusetts in 2002.  
http://tinyurl.com/yve5fe

Databases to search more about Sexual Misconduct and the Clergy

**EbscoHost Academic Search Elite**  
A multi-subject database, covering the social sciences, humanities, general science, multicultural studies, education, and much more!  
Tutorial available at: [http://tinyurl.com/58ysg](http://tinyurl.com/58ysg). One article you may want to find is "John Patrick Shanley, Relaxed and Inspired."

**ProQuest Diversity Databases**  
Full text articles to many alternative newspapers, newsletters, magazines, and peer-reviewed journals. Searches Alt-PressWatch, Ethnic NewsWatch, And GenderWatch.

**Project MUSE**  
Scholarly journal articles in the Humanities and Social Sciences.

**LexisNexis Academic News**  
Search articles in mainstream newspapers and television news transcripts.

Other Tools

**Public WWW Sites Selected by Librarians**  
http://tinyurl.com/35nps8  
Chabot Library’s custom search engine to public world wide web sites, meeting the scrutiny and approval of Chabot Librarians.

Documenting Your Resources, Responsibly and Accurately

Below are resources you can use to determine if you are avoiding plagiarism and quoting or paraphrasing your sources correctly.

**MLA Handout**  
http://tinyurl.com/24ybhr

**Citation Builder**  
http://www.sourceaid.com/citationbuilder/

**You Quote It, You Note It (Interactive Tutorial)**  
http://tinyurl.com/oaxmc